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2B Weekly News 
What’s Happening in Second Grade  

Reading - While reading our two stories this week titled, ‘My Family’ and ‘Family 
Poetry,’ we will focus on our phonics skills, reading comprehension and learn 

new vocabulary words. Our target skill is comparing and contrasting. 📚  

Math - This week we review the addition and subtraction math strategies: 
Making a Ten, Adding Three Numbers and Counting Back to Subtract.  

Language Arts - We will write about our favorite Fall things while focusing on 
creating detailed sentences that have a capital letter at the beginning and 
punctuation at the end.  

Poem of the Week - ‘Autumn Leaves’ 🍂  

Religion - Our focus this week will be to continue working on our Student 
Learning Expectation (SLE) booklets. 

Social Studies - Students will work on their West Seattle Community brochures.  

Homework  
Monday	 Book Bags - Read aloud to an adult for at least 20 minutes 
Tuesday 	 Balloon Tic-Tac-Toe math sheet - all students  should  
	 	 complete the balloon side, the other side is optional 
Wednesday 	 Book Bags - Read aloud to an adult for at least 20 minutes	 
Thursday 	 Students should read the shortened version of ‘My  
	 	 Family’ (a story we read several times this week during 	 	  
	 	 reading class) preparing for a 10-point comprehension test  
	 	 tomorrow AND find a way to serve others (take the  
	 	 garbage out, fold the laundry, clean up the dinner table,  

	 	 etc…) ❤

**Each Friday, students may bring in a stuffed animal to snuggle with 
during Flashlight Friday (ask your child about this). 📖

Information / Reminder 

* Our ⭐ of the Week is Laurel.  

* We will continue MAP 
(Measurement of Academic 
Progress) testing this year. 
Students will take an online 
assessment for LA, Reading 
and Math 3 times this year, 
once each trimester. We use 
this information along with 
other assessments to track 
and assess how to best 
support each student’s 
growth in second grade. We 
began testing today, having 
students take the Math test.  

* Keep selling those magazine!  
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Cecilia and Ella working on 

their Best Pet writing. Carmen and Isabelle 

finishing their Best Pet  

writing and illustration. 

Gus and Christian playing a math 

game. 

Matt reading his book during 

Flashlight Friday.

Maddie getting cozy while 

reading during Flashlight Friday. 
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